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Russia 
Premium Database

Data Coverage

CEIC’s Russia Premium Database is an unparalleled bilingual 

resource on Russia’s economy that enables you to augment 

your analysis by using hard-to-find data. Including both 

macroeconomic and industry-specific time series data,

the Russia Premium Database can give you multiple 

perspectives on numerous aspects of the country’s 

economy, from the demographic and labor markets 

to sales records of petrochemicals.

Exclusive Access to the details of
Russia’s economy at your fingertips

Industry Sectors

Agriculture

Automobile

Banking

Biofuel

Chemical and Petrochemical

Construction and Properties

Energy

Machinery and Equipment

Metal and Steel

Mining and Manufacturing

Tourism

Transport and 

Telecommunication

Wholesale Trade, Retail Trade, 

Repair of Automotive and 

Motorcycles

Macroeconomic

National Accounts

Government and Public 

Finance

Socio and Demographic

Labor Markets

Domestic Trade and 

Household Survey

Foreign Trade

Balance of Payments

Investment

Business and 

Economic Survey

Monetary

Interest and Foreign 

Exchange Inflation

Financial Market



Foreign trade export data include detailed country 

breakdowns for crude oil, natural gas, coal, automobile 

gasoline, and petroleum

Consumer price index data include detailed breakdowns 

of major products for all regions of Russia

The monetary and banking statistics cover detailed 

financial indicators for major commercial banks operating 

in Russia 

Monetary sector data also include personal and corporate 

loans, personal and corporate deposits, and overdue loans

Household survey sector includes detailed breakdowns 

of household income and expenditures

Database Highlights

Over 231,000 time series records, 
13 macroeconomic & 11 industry 

growth sectors

First-hand indicators by 
major industrial sector provided 

by Rosstat

Hard-to-get data that your 
competitors don’t have access to 

enable you to gain an edge in your 
analysis

In-depth regional coverage 
for major macroeconomic and 

industrial indicators

Key Benefits

Macroeconomic

Industry Sectors

Detailed energy and natural 
resource production datasets by 
major companies obtained directly 

from the Central Dispatching 
Department of Fuel and Energy 
Complex of Russia (CDU TEK)

The energy sector includes production data sourced directly 

from such industry-leading corporations and statistical 

agencies as Gazprom, Rosneft, Lukoil, and Rosstat

Complete data on automobile sales in Russia, including for 

foreign and local automobile brands by model and auto 

producer

Property data include residential real estate prices in Russia, 

Moscow, and St. Petersburg, broken down by apartment type

The Agricultural Production sector data cover regional 

information split by main commodities, such as grain, potato, 

milk, livestock, and eggs as well as the agricultural

production index and agricultural production per capita
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